Abstract. We re-evaluate the kernelized, multilevel secure (MLS) relational database design in the context of cloud-scale distributed data stores. The transactional properties and global integrity properties for schema-less, cloud-scale data stores are significantly relaxed in comparison to relational databases. This is a new and interesting setting for mandatory access control policies, and has been unexplored in prior research. We describe the design and implementation of a prototype MLS column-store following the kernelized design pattern. Our prototype is the first cloud-scale data store using an architectural approach for highassurance; it enforces a lattice-based mandatory information flow policy, without any additional trusted components. We highlight several promising avenues for practical systems research in secure, distributed architectures implementing mandatory policies using Java-based untrusted subjects.
Introduction
Resource sharing exists at several layers in the cloud. For example, platformas-a-service usually employs virtualization with shared hardware; software-asa-service may provide multi-tenant database services (e.g., [37] ). Given this shared resource environment, information leakage is a major concern in a multicustomer cloud [30, 26] . Further, a variety of sensitive data is being managed by community and private clouds in governments and industries across the globe, e.g., healthcare organizations in the U.S. and EU [12] . The U.S. government is using a community cloud infrastructure for processing and sharing intelligence data [25] and is planning different tactical cloud environments [6, 24] for ground and afloat operations. The output of tactical sensors to these clouds has been dubbed a "Data Flood" problem [29] . These Big Data challenges go beyond the need for new analytics: a leak resulting from this flood may pose grave danger to both human intelligence sources and national security. The need to manage sensitive and classified data in shared cloud infrastructures motivates enforcing strict, mandatory policies for information flow control, through the use of systems following the same rigor applied to a security kernel [32] .
It is in this context that we re-explore the design of high-assurance multilevel secure database systems, adapted for cloud-scale data stores. Prior work has considered relational database management systems (RDBMS) preserving mandatory information flow policies (i.e., the Bell-LaPadula model). At the time, relational databases appeared to be a multi-purpose "one size fits all" solution; this perspective, however, has substantially waned [35] . An emerging trend is to select the data model and query model one's application requires, then to select a storage back-end appropriate for the situation. Experience has begun to show that often the resultant model is not relational, nor does the application require ACID properties (atomicity, consistency, isolation, durability). As a result, various high-availability, massively-scalable, non-relational ("NoSQL") databases have found adoption in a cloud context. These new databases tend to not guarantee ACID properties, instead relaxing consistency in favor of availability and network partition tolerance. The success of non-relational databases to support a variety of cloud services has demonstrated that many natural and important applications-e.g., content distribution, content management systems, massively parallel data mining-are not efficiently maintained as relational models.
Our work makes the following contributions:
-We formulate the problem of multilevel security for cloud data stores-prior work considered only MLS relational models and MLS transactional systems. -We propose the design of a scalable data store following BigTable's design, capable of enforcing an MLS policy; the design uses a variant of the kernelized architecture approach, requiring no trusted components external to the OS. -We implement a prototype of our design using Apache HBase and HDFS, requiring only small modification to run as MLS-aware untrusted subjects. -We experimentally evaluate our prototype, verifying compatibility using several popular cloud applications (e.g., Titan, Apache Storm) and assessing performance using known cloud benchmarking tools.
We identify limitations in adapting a large class of cloud applications-i.e., those making extensive use of in-memory data structures, employing languages like Java-for kernelized systems. Our performance experiments call into question the viability of the kernelized design in the context of cloud-scale systems; we discuss these findings and suggest possible directions for future work. Our prototype follows the Hinke-Schaefer variant of the kernelized database architecture pattern. This design pattern allows the entire application to be executed without privileges in an MLS environment, while supporting all allowable access patterns, e.g., read-down. This is motivated by trusted computing base (TCB) minimization requirements [1, 23] . Untrusted applications built around this pattern are called MLS-aware [21] . We select this MLS database architecture for exploration as it is credited as best facilitating the "retrofit" of existing code to run on high-assurance systems [15] . It is known to be inefficient when tuple-level labels are required, as data must be divided among many different operating system objects [17, 15] ; thus, our prototype only supports labels at the coarsest (table-level) granularity. From a security perspective, the only major
